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Wicca The Complete Craft Crossing Press This is the ultimate guide to the ancient religion of Wicca by best-selling Pagan
author, D. J. Conway. WICCA: THE COMPLETE CRAFT oﬀers a comprehensive overview of Wiccan philosophy, dispels the
common misconceptions, and is a useful primer for practicing Wicca as a spiritual lifestyle. Included are chapters on
sacred space, ritual tools, holy days, meditations and visualizations, spells and the art of spell casting, as well as
terminology. The Big Little Book of Magick A Wiccan's Guide to Altars, Candles, Pendulums, and Healing Spells Crossing
Press Whether you are searching for love, seeking abundance, or looking to right a wrong, the ancient powers of
magick are all around us, always ready to positively inﬂuence events through willpower and ritual—conscious intention
and precise performance. Bestselling author D. J. Conway shows how to integrate magickal practices into your daily life
and reap the beneﬁts of their richly diverse potential in this omnibus edition of four popular titles in the Little Book of
Magic series. Altar Magick: Creating an altar helps us become more receptive to the sacred. Learn where and how to
build an altar, what to include, and how it can focus and enhance your spiritual practice at home. Candle Magick:
Candle burning is a simple yet powerful practice, and a potent form of sympathetic magick. Learn how to choose the
type and color of candles appropriate for selected spells and rituals. Pendulum Magick: The pendulum is an ancient
tool used in divining, healing, and decision making. Learn how to make a pendulum and harness its power for gaining
insight into the future. Healing Magick: The practice of blending magick with healing is older than recorded history.
Learn the most eﬀective magickal means of restoring or achieving good health, using spells, rituals, aﬃrmations,
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visualizations, herbs, talismans and amulets, and runes. Together, these information-packed volumes provide a
diverse, extensive look at four types of modern-day magick. Filled with diagrams, charts, and drawings, this
enlightening series of guides is a must-have for anyone looking to enliven, enrich, and enchant their everyday
existence. Elemental Magick Reconnect with Nature through Spells, Rituals, and Meditations Weiser Books Reconnect
with the natural world using the magick of the ﬁve elements of earth, air, water, ﬁre, and spirit—written by one of the
grand dames of witchcraft and magick. For more than a thousand years, alchemists and magicians have worked with
the four elements of the universe. While most spiritual seekers have a basic knowledge of these four elements, and
the more nebulous ﬁfth element, spirit, few realize that the energies of the elements are a key to their magical
practice. Elemental Magick oﬀers readers insight into the inner teachings of the elements. Author D. J. Conway
explains in depth the forces behind the elements and how they provide a framework for literally everything in the
universe. She also explains the all-important and powerful element of spirit that belongs to each of the other elements
and how these intimate connections allow the magickal energy to ﬂow in a continuous circle of existence. By learning
how to work with and balance the elements and their spirits, readers will better understand the larger process of
balancing one’s life with the world around them. Celtic Magic Llewellyn Worldwide Many people, not all of Irish descent,
have a great interest in the ancient Celts & the Celtic pantheon, & Celtic Magic is the map they need for exploring this
ancient & fascinating magical culture. A Little Book of Pendulum Magic Crossing Press Another little magical book from
D. J. Conway-only this one really swings. Dancing with Dragons Invoke Their Ageless Wisdom & Power Llewellyn
Worldwide Why do all cultures, distant and diverse, have similar tales of dragons? Universal wisdom conﬁrms dragons
have interacted with people since time immemorial—they call to us, pique our curiosity, and arouse our fears. These
mystical beasts are real and their power, their inﬂuence, and especially their magick can be captured. Building upon
rituals and drawing on their energy, learn to befriend these inspirational creatures and become partners with them on
a spiritual journey. Move with them, learn from them, dance in perfect human/dragon syncopation. Praise: "A unique,
one-of-a-kind tome and a welcome addition to the growing body of metaphysical lore."—Midwest Book Review "A
personal devotion and an academic work of the highest order."—The Dragon Chronicle (UK) "Dragon-lovers everywhere
will like this book."—Prediction Mystical Dragon Magick Teachings of the Five Inner Rings Llewellyn Worldwide Take your
dragon magick to the highest level. From Apprentice to Enchanter, Shaman to Warrior, and ﬁnally culminating as
Mystic, the ﬁve levels of initiation to high dragon magick are decoded in this companion to celebrated author D.J.
Conway's bestselling Dancing with Dragons. On your journey through each of the Inner Rings, you will be guided along
a higher path of spiritual consciousness while your spellwork is strengthened and enhanced. Discover how to attract
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dragons, draw on their legendary energy and wisdom, and partner with them as co-magicians. Incorporate herbal
spells, choose appropriate ritual tools and codes, and ﬁnd magickal color associations. You will also learn many
practical methods for working dragon magick-using amulets and talismans, planetary powers, divination, crystals,
healing, astral projection, scrying, and more. Praise for Dancing with Dragons "A unique, one-of-a-kind tome and a
welcome addition to the growing body of metaphysical lore." —Midwest Book Review "A personal devotion and an
academic work of the highest order." —The Dragon Chronicle (UK) "Dragon-lovers everywhere will like this book."
—Prediction By Oak, Ash, & Thorn Modern Celtic Shamanism Llewellyn Worldwide Take one part of the world''s oldest
spiritual system (shamanism), mix in one part of one of the world''s most popular spiritual cultures (the Celts), and
bring it up to date by blending in modern forms of shamanism. The result is one of the most amazing books you''ll ever
use, D. J. Conway''s By Oak, Ash, & Thorn. This book is ﬁlled with information that can start you on a lifetime of study,
practice, and spirituality. First, you''ll learn about ancient and modern forms of shamanism. You''ll discover the secrets
of the three shamanic worlds, and how you can travel through these mysterious realms. You''ll be shown how to
communicate and deal with the entities and allies you meet there. You''ll also learn about the tools that a shaman
uses. The thing that makes this book unique is that it comes from the viewpoint of Celtic shamanism, and not some
generalized form. As a result, the worlds are speciﬁcally Celtic in nature. The tools come from Celtic myth and lore. The
ﬁfty entities you meet are named and deﬁned as the Faery Folk and their kin ? from the Bean sidhe (banshee) to the
Will o'' the Wisp (a faery who appears at night in lonely places carrying a lantern to confuse travellers). Almost ﬁfty
more animal allies are listed and described. You will also learn the mysteries of the vision quest and how it applies and
can be used by Celtic shamans. Before starting your journey you will take a test to determine your strengths and
weaknesses as a potential shaman. Other topics include: - Shamanic Healing - Soul Retrieval - Shape-shifting Invisibility - Divination with stones, the omen stick and the Ogam alphabet - Pathworking through the three shamanic
worlds - Diﬀerent forms of Celtic magic - Herbs This only begins to hint at everything that you can learn from this book.
Get your copy today. A Little Book of Candle Magic Crossing Press Describing the magical uses of candles, as well as
colors, incense, oils, herbs, and stones, D. J. Conway presents spells and rituals for improving your life materially and
spiritually. Magickal Mermaids and Water Creatures Weiser Books Brings these fabled creatures out of the storybooks
and into real life. Stories of the merfolk, especially mermaids, exist in nearly every culture that ever sailed the oceans
or large rivers. Humanlike, except for their iridescent, scaly tails, mermaids and mermen have fascinated humans for
thousands of years. Because the largest of these beings exist in the oceans, most people are not aware that smaller
versions of the merfolk live in inland rivers, streams, marshes, and waterfalls. Like many other magical beings, the
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merfolk travel easily between this world and the astral planes, appearing only to those who truly seek to know them
and learn their ancient powers. Magickal Mermaids and Water Creatures bring these fabled creatures out of the
storybooks and into real life through the studies of D. J. Conway. Within the pages you will learn: The secret powers of
mermaids and mermen Diﬀerent water creatures and where you can ﬁnd them How to entice water folk for friendship
and health How to avoid dangerous water folk This book was originally published in 2008. It is republished here with a
new cover and a new foreword by Skye Alexander. Soothslayer A Magickal Fantasy Llewellyn Worldwide Limited
Continuing the story of Dream Warrior Corri Farblood who battles for the Goddess in a time of great unrest. Will Corri's
psychic powers be strong enough to save her people and the man she loves from their enemies, led by her own father?
SOOTHSLAYER abounds with magick and intrigue, diabolical plans and well-plotted twists. The Mysterious, Magickal
Cat Llewellyn Worldwide Limited Few species have evoked such extremes in emotions as the feline family. A black cat
crossing your path in England portends good luck; in America, bad luck. Popular pagan author D.J. Conway takes a
complete look at the beguiling cat--its origins, little-known details of anatomy and behavior, the cat in ancient history
and superstition, feline deities, felines in folklore, and much more--including cat spells for healing and attracting love
and prosperity. The Ancient & Shining Ones World Myth, Magick & Religion Here is a handy, comprehensive reference
guide to the myths and deities from ancient religions around the world. Now you can easily ﬁnd the information you
need to develop your own rituals and worship using the Gods/Goddesses with which you resonate most strongly. More
than a mythological dictionary, this book explains the magical aspects of each deity as well as various magickal
practices. For any cultural/religions background. Maiden, Mother, Crone The Myth and Reality of the Triple Goddess
Llewellyn Worldwide MAIDEN, MOTHER, CRONE presents the Trinity as ancient symbols of the Goddess, predating
Christianity by thousands of years. The book explores longstanding myths and symbols, illuminating ancient, universal
human challenges that still exist today. Together with in-depth explanations of goddess archetypes and their
relevance to 20th century living, this book will lead you to a state of conscious awareness that can change your life.
Celtic Wicca Ancient Wisdom for the 21st Century Citadel Press An engagingly written and thoroughly researched book
based on accurate historical information that guides readers in their quest for spiritual growth, learning the speciﬁcs
of spellwork, meditation, invocation and divination. Includes an annotated bibliography. Spell Crafts Creating Magical
Objects Llewellyn Worldwide Spell Crafts Take a look at your hands. See them as wondrous vehicles of power. Feel the
energy that ﬂows through everything you do. Tap into that power! Carve a symbol, dip a candle, mix fragrant herbs,
sculpt clay, and make your life all that you want it to be. When crafts are used to create objects intended for ritual or
to symbolize the divine, the connection between the craftsperson and divinity grows more intense. This second edition
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of Spell Crafts, the much-loved and oft-read guide to magical handwork, features new illustrations and a new preface
by David Harrington. Learn how to create and use all of the following: - magical simmering potpourris - a beaded
psychic mandala - clay pentacles, plaques, and runic dice - a shaman''s arrow - sand paintings - Corn Mother - a
magical spell broom - protective hex sign - Witch bottles - ﬂower garlands - spell banner - magic mirror - prosperity
trivet - wheat weaving Wicca A Guide for the Solitary Practitioner Llewellyn Worldwide Cunningham's classic introduction
to Wicca is about how to live life magically, spiritually, and wholly attuned with nature. It is a book of sense and
common sense, not only about magick, but about religion and one of the most critical issues of today: how to achieve
the much needed and wholesome relationship with our Earth. Cunningham presents Wicca as it is today: a gentle,
Earth-oriented religion dedicated to the Goddess and God. Wicca also includes Scott Cunningham's own Book of
Shadows and updated appendices of periodicals and occult suppliers. The Book of Herman The Divine Inside - The
Spiritual Journeys of a Mystic Reveal Your Personal Path to the Divine Get ready for an amazing experience! Written by
a shamanic mystic and a gifted clairvoyant, this book sheds new, uncensored light on the age-old mysteries of life,
death, deity, the cosmos, and much more. It shares what the authors discovered while learning to talk to The Divine
and the angels. Journey with them beyond the horizons of ordinary reality on their real-life spiritual quest to discover
the truth about The Divine, the afterlife, and other secrets of the universe. Their quest for spiritual truthsometimes
involving out-of-body travel and occasional breathtaking battles with demonsbegins when they ask for and ﬁnally
receive the gift of two-way communication with The Divine and the angels. They soon ﬁnd themselves standing inside
the beautiful gateway to the non-physical world of the afterlife, where they discover that human beings are vastly
more than most have been led to believe. Engaging and insightful, The Book of Herman presents in depth concepts of
the Divine and how the Divine is expressed within our universe in clear and understandable language. It is obvious
from the ﬁrst page that the authors seek to show you how you can understand what your place in this Divinely
unfolding universe is and how you can create your own destiny. Karen Harrison, Author,The Herbal Alchemists
Handbook Jim Buckmans The Book of Herman stirs the deepest part of the true Self into welcoming wakefulness. It
asks the tough questions that turn our truths into beliefs, our beliefs into knowledge, our knowledge into wisdom, and
our wisdom onto yet another path to ﬁnding the Divine in ourselves and in all beings. An essential addition to any
spiritual seekers bookshelf. Edain McCoy, Author,Advanced Witchcraft, The Sabbats, and Celtic Myth & Magick A
revealing book for anyone seeking truth on a spiritual path. It makes you think, ask questions and seek answers.
Highly recommended. D. J. Conway, Author, Moon Magick, Celtic Magick, Wicca, The Complete Craft and many other
popular books. Animal Magick The Art of Recognizing and Working with Familiars Llewellyn Worldwide This book shows
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how to access the spiritual powers of familiars--real or imagined animals--for personal enrichment. Whether one
collects glass animals, dreams about snakes, or "talks" with an animal already, ANIMAL MAGICK shows how to further
develop this connection for startling magickal results. Perfect Love Find Intimacy on the Astral Plane Llewellyn Worldwide
Limited PERFECT LOVE takes you beyond the world of mortals. Boost your self-esteem through the healing eﬀects of a
relationship with a higher-level astral being who really cares about you. Meld chakras with divine beings in the
ultimate sexual encounter. Learn how to develop a lasting relationship with an astral lover who will oﬀer you emotional
support and even help you to ﬁnd a physical partner who is right for you. Norse Magic Llewellyn Worldwide Elves and
dwarves, gnomes and frost giants. . . Norse mythology is ﬁlled with tales of such supernatural beings, nature spirits,
and powerful deities. Many people know that the Norse people were ﬁerce warriors, but did you know that they were
powerful magicians as well? Norse Magic has everything you need to learn in order to begin practicing Norse
spirituality. Discover the history and religion of the Vikings, including Norse mythology, seasonal festivals, and magical
techniques. If you are interested in practicing Norse Wicca, you'll learn about the three-fold goddess and the god, as
well as how to celebrate the holidays, all from the perspective of Norse Paganism. Discover the secrets of herb magic,
cauldron magic, cord magic, elf magic, dwarf magic, and more. These magical techniques are presented in a clear,
step-by-step format. The practice of Norse magic enlists the help of the Asa-Gods, Light Elves and good Dwarves. It
elicits aid from dead ancestors and the rulers of the Elements. It is an active magic, reserved for participants, not
bystanders. In order to work the magic of this system you must attune yourself to the powers of the Elements, calling
upon the Asa-Gods and other supernatural beings.Norse Magic includes complete instructions, exercises, and rituals
for this technique. The Norse Pagans were one of the last European societies to convert to Christianity, but their Pagan
mythology and magic survived and continues to thrive.Norse Magic is your key to the study and practice of this
powerful and ancient spiritual system. A Little Book of Healing Magic Crossing Press D. J. Conway introduces some of the
most eﬀective and commonly practiced magical means of restoring good health: easy-to-use spells and rituals,
aﬃrmations, visualizations, meditation, music, herbs, talisman and amulets, saints and deities, aura, long-distance
healing, color, altars, and runes. The Ancient Art of Faery Magick Crossing Press Known as the little people, the
ferrishyn, the wee folk, and the good neighbors, faeries have enchanted humans for centuries. But faeries are much
more than playful sprites who frolic in gardens and dance on ﬂowers by the morning light. There are helper faeries,
trickster faeries, and powerful faeries who enhance magick and play a mighty role in the spirit world. In THE ANCIENT
ART OF FAERY MAGICK, best-selling author and magick authority D.J. Conway explores the history of the faery folk,
discusses faery laws and lives, and reveals the ancient secret faery oracle. She shares spells for invoking faeries for
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aid in health, love, peace, prosperity, and protection, and she even describes how to build faery houses and gardens to
invite these wonderful creatures into your home. A comprehensive tome on a bewitching subject, THE ANCIENT ART OF
FAERY MAGICK will initiate you into a life ﬁlled with faery sparkle and pixie dust. Godwin's Cabalistic Encyclopedia A
Complete Guide to Cabalistic Magick Llewellyn Worldwide One of the most trusted reference works ever published on the
Cabala has been revised and expanded. Featuring a new and more usable format, this book is a complete guide to
cabalistic magick and gematria in which every demon, angel, power and name of God ... every Sephirah, Path, and
Plane of the Tree of Life ... and each attribute and association is fully described and cross-indexed by the Hebrew,
English, and numerical forms. All entries are now incorporated into one comprehensive dictionary. There are hundreds
of new entries and illustrations, making this book even more beneﬁcial for Cabalistic pathworking and meditation. It
now has many new Hebrew words and names, as well as the terms of Freemasonry, the entities of the Cthulhu mythos,
and the Aurum Solis spellings for the names of the demons of the Goetia. It contains authentic Hebrew spellings, and a
new introduction that explains the uses of the book for meditation on God names. The Cabalistic schema is native to
the human psyche, and Godwin's Cabalistic Encyclopedia will be an invaluable reference tool for all Cabalists,
magicians, scholars and scientists of all disciplines. Wicca for Beginners Fundamentals of Philosophy & Practice
Llewellyn Worldwide Due to the sheer number of Wicca 101 books on the market, many newcomers to the Craft ﬁnd
themselves piecing together their Wiccan education by reading a chapter from one book, a few pages from another.
Rather than depending on snippets of wisdom to build a new faith, Wicca for Beginners provides a solid foundation to
Wicca without limiting the reader to one tradition or path. Embracing both the spiritual and the practical, Wicca for
Beginners is a primer on the philosophies, culture, and beliefs behind the religion, without losing the mystery that
draws many students to want to learn. Detailing practices such as grounding, raising energy, visualization, and
meditation, this book oﬀers exercises for core techniques before launching into more complicated rituals and
spellwork. Finalist for the Coalition of Visionary Resources Award for Best Wiccan/Pagan Book "In her ﬁrst book-length
work, Sabin presents a ﬁrst-rate, fresh, and thorough addition to the burgeoning ﬁeld of earth-based spiritual practice
volumes...written in a light, informative style that magically mines depth, breadth and brevity."—Publishers Weekly
(starred review) Buckland's Complete Book of Witchcraft Llewellyn Worldwide "This complete self-study course in modern
Wicca is a treasured classic - an essential and trusted guide that belongs in every witch's library."---Back cover
Witchcraft Theory and Practice Llewellyn Worldwide Are you ready to open yourself to the divine powers in order to bring
beauty into your life, happiness to your heart, and strength to your will? Then you'll want to get Witchcraft: Theory and
Practice by Ly de Angeles. With more than three decades of experience she has learned how to bring the teachings
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alive, combining modern with ancient, so you can better understand the true potential and depth of Witchcraft. Within
the pages of this book you will ﬁnd the secrets and techniques to become a Witch. These can be divided into three
categories: philosophical disciplines, spiritual beliefs, and practical techniques. Each part gets a focus in this book. In
the ﬁrst section, you will: - Learn meditation and how it can be used for ritual - Discover the secrets of visualization,
telepathy, and personal power - Use the self-analysis techniques to discover who you are and never walk in anyone's
shadow In the second section you can: - Uncover the essence of the God and Goddess - Discover the festivals of
Witchcraft - Learn how to make and use the tools of Witchcraft - Understand how to do rituals, including the rite of
self-initiation And in the ﬁnal section, you'll: - Practice psychic protection, shapeshifting, and banishing - Master astral
projection - Learn to interpret omens This really just barely covers some of the information you will ﬁnd revealed in
these pages. Written in a style that is clear and concise, this book will add to your knowledge of Witchcraft. Whether
you are new to the Craft or have been practicing for some time, Witchcraft: Theory and Practice will impart wisdom
that will fascinate and entice. You will be using this book for many years to come. Old World Witchcraft Ancient Ways
for Modern Days Weiser Books Introduces the philosophy and practices of old world witchcraft, which relies on plant
magic and the use of shadow, dispelling the myths about witches and presenting the tradition's tools, charms, spells,
rituals, and correspondences. The Book of Celtic Magic Transformative Teachings from the Cauldron of Awen Llewellyn
Worldwide Delve into the depths of a magical current that spans over two thousand years. The Book of Celtic Magic
provides the unsurpassed power of practical magic and the transformative forces of ancient Celtica. Druid priest
Kristoﬀer Hughes invites you to explore the pantheon, myths, and magic of his native Wales. Discover the magical
allies, the gods and goddesses, and the spirits of place that form the foundation of this vibrant tradition. Practice
rituals that draw you closer to the divine energy of the trees, plants, and animals that surround you. Work with spells,
conjurations, invocations, and magical tools that have been developed and reﬁned from genuine Celtic sources.
Complete with exercises and a glossary of terms, this step-by-step guide is a deﬁnitive source of authentic Celtic
magic. A Witch's Travel Guide to Astral Realms Llewellyn Worldwide Witchcraft. The Celtic Druids Cosimo, Inc. Or, An
Attempt to show, that The Druids were the Priests of Oriental Colonies Who Emigrated from India; and were the
Introducers of the First or Cadmean System of Letters, and the Builders of Stonehenge, of Carnac, and of Other
Cyclopean Works, in Asia and Europe. Complete with many informative prints and maps. Partial Contents: Necessity of
Etymology; Alphabets; Changes in Language; Druids acquainted with Letters; Irish, Greek, and Hebrew Letters the
same; Hieroglyphics; Ciphering invented before Letters; Virgil a Druid; Genesis; Persia, India, and China, the
Depositaries, not the Inventors of Science; Who the Celtf were; Aﬃnity between the Latin, Sanscrit, and Celtic; Term
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Barbarian; Arrival of Phoenician Colonies in Ireland; Origin of Irish Fables; Derivation of the word Britain; Hero Gods;
Derivation of the words: Albion, Druid, Vates and Bards; Britain known to Aristotle; Road to Britain lost, like that to
America and Australia; magnetic Needle; Ancient Oracles founded by Celtf; Druids probably Pythagoreans; Cross
common to Greeks, Egyptians, and Indians; Monograms of Christ; Druids admitted the Creation of Matter; Festivals
removed by the precession of the Equinoxes; Druid Festival of Christmas; Mother of the Gods; Baal; Gods of India and
Ireland the same; Chaldees of the Jews; St. Patrick; A single Plain Stone the Origin of Idolatry; Rocking-Stones or Logan
Stones; Circular Temples, Stonehenge and Abury; Stonehenge not a Roman, Saxon, or Danish Work; Ancient
Superstitions respecting Numbers; Observations on Hebrew Chronology; Hierarchy of the Druids; Druids Assertors of
their Country's Liberty; Immortality of the Soul and Metempsychosis; Druids had an excellent System ofMorals;
Mistletoe and other Sacred Plants; Institution of Priesthoods an Evil. Magick of Reiki Focused Energy for Healing,
Ritual, & Spiritual Development Llewellyn Worldwide What is Reiki? How has this Japanese healing tradition evolved over
the years? How are modern magick practitioners using Reiki energy in their spells and rituals? Christopher Penczak
answers these questions and more in his groundbreaking examination of Reiki from a magickal perspective. The
history, mythos, variations, and three degrees of Reiki are discussed in depth. Penczak also suggests way to integrate
Reiki and magickal practice, such as using Reiki energy for psychic development and with candle magick, crystals,
herbs, charms, and talismans. 2005 Coalition of Visionary Resources (COVR) Winner for Best Alternative Health Book!
Shapeshifter Tarot The Shapeshifter Tarot is a bridge between humans, animals and nature. The 81 breathtaking cards
are merging tools, allowing you to tap into diﬀerent animal energies and the elemental qualities of air, ﬁre, water, and
earth. Based on the traditional Rider-Waite, many of the major arcana have been renamed to ﬁt a Pagan approach,
adding meaning and depth to readings. Previously available only as a kit, this deck is back in print with an
instructional booklet, making it perfect for budget-minded Pagans, tarot experts, and new tarot readers. Cunningham's
Encyclopedia of Wicca in the Kitchen Llewellyn Worldwide There's a reason caviar has a reputation as a love food, but a
little vanilla or peppermint can work wonders too! You'll savor mushrooms like never before after experiencing their
intuitive-raising eﬀects, and a munch of celery will resonate with new meaning as it boosts your sexual desire and
psychic awareness. Virtually any item in your pantry can be used for personal transformation. From artichokes to
kidney beans to grape jelly, food contains speciﬁc magical energies you can harness for positive results. This
encyclopedia of food magic oﬀers twenty-seven of Scott Cunningham's favorite recipes. Magical menus for more than
ten desired goals including love, protection, health, money, and psychic awareness are provided as well. This
commemorative edition also presents special features and articles celebrating Scott Cunningham's remarkable life. The
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Witch's Magical Handbook Penguin From the world's most widely acclaimed Witches, a spellbinding guide to the
practical applications and earthly beneﬁts of psychic powers. Witchcraft is a revered, centuries-old art, grounded in
the natural energy of the universe and the untapped power of the human mind. Gavin Frost and Yvonne Frost, worldrenowned experts and best-selling authors on the occult, have mastered the techniques of the Craft for enhancing
everyday life on earth. THE WITCH'S MAGICAL HANDBOOK shows all mere mortals--men and women alike--how to
unleash the amazing psychic force within them, while drawing energy from the world around them. Through a
combination of practical and mystical tactics--including visualization, working with crystals and divining pendulums,
putting goals on paper, and planting a garden--ordinary people will discover the wonder of Witchcraft to change life for
the better. For those who follow the way of the Witch, the authors promise untold powers, including the ability to: Predict the future and make dreams a reality - Improve personal health and aid in the healing of others - Create love
spells for romance, passion, and lasting devotion - Reduce daily stress to achieve serenity - Balance the demands of
work and home to discover true harmony Packed with persuasive real-life examples, The Witch's Magical Handbook is
an empowering and wondrous guide to a happier, healthier, and more rewarding life. Celtic Myth & Magick Harness the
Power of the Gods & Goddesses Llewellyn Worldwide Tap into the mythic power of the Celtic goddesses, gods, heroes,
and heroines to aid your spiritual quests and magickal goals. Human and divine energies complement each other;
when joined, they become a potent catalyst for true magick and change. Celtic Myth & Magick describes the energies
of over 300 cross-referenced Celtic deities and heroic ﬁgures so you can quickly determine which one can best help you
in attaining speciﬁc goals through magick—such as greater prosperity (Cernunnos), glowing health (Airmid), or a soul
partner (Aengus MacOg). This guidebook explains how to use creative Pagan ritual and pathworking to align yourself
with the energy of these powerful archetypes. Undertake three magickal quests to the inner plane—where you’ll join
forces with Cuchulain, Queen Maeve, and Merlin the Magician to bring their energies directly into your life. This
inspiring, well-researched book is written especially for solitary Pagans who seek to expand the boundaries of their
practice to form working partnerships with the divine. Dragon Magick Call on the Clans to Help Your Practice Soar
Llewellyn Worldwide Connect with the Boundless Energy and Life-Changing Magick of Dragons Discover how to work
magick with the mighty dragon clans in this powerful book from bestselling author and dragon expert D. J. Conway.
Perfect for beginners and experienced dragon handlers alike, this impressive guide ﬁrst covers the basics of dragons
and magick, and then provides comprehensive information about the thirty-three clans. Explore each dragon's
personality, coloring, eye traits, and claw, wing, and scale shape. Learn about the clans' diﬀerent communication
styles and how they approach honor, respect, and more. Build a personal connection with your guardian dragon
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through meditations and spells. This marvelous book opens the door to the world of dragons and allows you to soar
with them to new heights of magick. Dedicant A Witch's Circle of Fire Llewellyn Worldwide You've heard that dreamlike
voice calling to you: a yearning to work with the earth's life energies...a heartfelt desire to become a student of the
Craft. Now is the time to call forth your passion and strength of will, and commit yourself fully to the Path of the Wise.
Dedicant: A Witch's Circle of Fire invites you to set forth on the sacred journey to becoming a Witch. Designed to
harmonize with the Wheel of the Year, the monthly lessons feature seasonally themed stories, meditations, Witchcraft
lore, ethics questions, spells, and pathworking rituals. The course on Wicca culminates in a powerful self-initiation rite
that brings you to the level of Initiate. Blending purposeful study with reﬂection and awareness, the Circles system of
Wicca study is ideal for the solitary student or as part of a coven curriculum. Dedicant helps you ignite your inner light
and keep it burning by teaching you the core essentials of Wiccan wisdom: Creating a spiritual grimoire Writing and
performing daily devotionals Calling the Gods and Goddesses Conducting Sabbat and Esbat rituals Performing herb and
energy work Making and using magical tools Selecting ritual garb Casting a power circle Praise: "Calaﬁa does a great
job of laying out the groundwork, and she presents it in a unique, workable structure that's easy to follow and oﬀers a
solid scaﬀolding for self-development."—Witches and Pagans The Only Book of Wiccan Spells You'll Ever Need Simon
and Schuster Master the fundamentals of spellcraft Written by noted Wiccan authorities Marian Singer, Trish
MacGregor, and Skye Alexander, this collection of spells is perfect for understanding the basics of Wiccan philosophy
and ideology. Starting with a brief rundown of Witchcraft tools and symbols, this book helps you create spells for
virtually every aspect of your life. This new edition includes essential information on: The Wheel of the Year: the eight
major holidays (or sabbats) in the Witches' calendar Keeping a grimoire or Book of Shadows Meditation, visualization,
and manifestation Magickal correspondences and properties of stones Spirit animals and totems How to join or create
a coven Filled with more than 100 Wiccan spells that have simple instructions, this book contains everything you need
to know in order to create spells that work. Intuitive Witchcraft How to Use Intuition to Elevate Your Craft Llewellyn
Worldwide Follow Your Heart and Spirit as You Build Your Witchcraft and Intuition Skills Together Featuring extensive
exercises, examples, and rituals, this amazing book reveals how to embrace the wisdom of your inner voice as you
explore the endless possibilities of witchcraft. With Astrea Taylor's guidance, you can unlock your intuitive magical
potential and celebrate the truth of who you are. Intuitive Witchcraft also oﬀers insights from some of the best writers,
thinkers, and leaders in their ﬁelds, helping you become your most empowered self. Discover how to work with energy,
interact with deities and spirits, and create a personal practice that ﬁts your beliefs and lifestyles. Learn to face your
shadow side, make the mundane magical, use divination tools, and much more. Whether you're a beginner or advanced
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practitioner, this incredible book illuminates the path to manifesting your greatest desires in an intuitive way.
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